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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
Additive manufacturing consists in building a part layer by layer directly from the data of a 3D
computer-aided design model. Selective laser sintering (SLS) technique has become a viable technique
for producing parts of short series and of complex shapes, not only on metals but also on polymers.
But SLS process is relatively new and is not yet fully mastered. One of the main challenges is the
ability of numerical tools to predict the relationship between the process and the final properties such
as residual stress and/or final properties.
The Center of Material Forming (CEMEF), a Mines ParisTech research lab., has a strong expertise in
polymer processing from fluid mechanics to solidification/crystallization and induced mechanical
properties [1, 2, 3, 4]. The numerical teams have also developed a library based on Level Set methods
to model at different scale SLS process. Such library is now applied for metallic component [5]. In this
research project, we plan to extend such library to polymer material. In this thesis, a multi-scale study
framework is proposed through two main tasks:
i)

Studies of the influence of the manufacturing process on the final properties of the
polymer and its microstructure (Figure 1 a).

ii)

Numerical modeling of the SLS process for a polymer material at particle-scale for
predicting the defects like porosities and at macro-scale (Figure 1 b) for predicting the
distortion during (Figure 1 c) and post process.

Required background of the student:
The candidate should have a master or engineer degree from mechanical engineering, mechanics or
material science. Skills in heat transfer, solid mechanics, modelling and programming are required.
Experiences on characterizing mechanical behavior or additive manufacturing are appreciated.
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